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● Building a data package

● Publishing high quality data on ESS-DIVE

● Making your published data reusable

Presentation Overview 

We are here to support you in submitting your data to ESS-DIVE!
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BUILDING A DATA PACKAGE:
First steps and organization
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Author contributions

Particular data type from a 
project - e.g. continuously 
generated sensor data, 
sample data, data 
synthesis product

Based level of 
contributor effort for 
portions of data -
author order

All data (raw or 
processed) that went 
into the publication

Data from a field 
campaign or season 
that need to be viewed 
together 

Data in a publication

Scale of data
Data type

Deciding what to include in a data package 



Helpful resources 

Data file organization

● NCEAS webinar for tidy-data practices

ESS-DIVE submission and publication process
● Video Tutorials
● Previous webinar
● Help documentation
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https://www.dataone.org/webinars/tidy-ing-your-data-simple-steps-reproducible-research/
https://ess-dive.lbl.gov/video-tutorials/
https://ess-dive.lbl.gov/video-tutorials/
https://ess-dive.lbl.gov/webinars/
https://docs.ess-dive.lbl.gov/data-and-metadata-upload


PUBLISHING QUALITY METADATA:
Creating and publishing high-quality metadata 
to describe your data 
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Descriptive metadata make data more FAIR 

● Datasets are valuable research 
contributions

● More journals and funders are 
implementing public data archival 
(PDA) policies 

● The FAIR principles have been 
accepted across scientific domains as 
guidelines for maximizing the value and 
longevity of data

● Complete metadata can increase the 
FAIRness of your data



ESS-DIVE tools to create your metadata

● Package level metadata guide: 
https://docs.ess-
dive.lbl.gov/data-and-
metadata-upload/package-
level-metadata

○ Highlights specific criteria 
we use in standard review

● Offline metadata template can 
be used to easily collaborate 
with team members  
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https://docs.ess-dive.lbl.gov/data-and-metadata-upload/package-level-metadata
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xeqJREKXkahMqJqCo3DdUK0cryE3-YVeftIaH9x4FtU/edit


Metadata review process
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Automated Review
● Run as soon as data package is 

submitted
● Provides instant feedback in the 

form of a Metadata Assessment 
Report

● Cover a wide range of metadata 
checks, but do not include 
content-related checks

Manual Review
● After data package publication is 

requested
● Content-related metadata 

checks
● An ESS-DIVE team member 

carries out each review
● Detailed feedback responses are 

sent to data contributors for 
revisions

A two-part review system with automated and manual components streamlines 
metadata curation.



Using the Metadata Assessment Report
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Automatic report on 
metadata completeness

● This report appears 
on private and public 
datasets

● Data packages with 
failed checks are 
required to resolve 
them before 
publication



Reviewing and resolving failed checks
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● Assessment reports can be reviewed after submission
● Failed checks must be resolved before publication



Manual review
● Focus on content checks 

○ Metadata fields may pass the 
automated check but fail the 
manual

○ Important to review our 
requirements

● Failed checks must be resolved 
before approval for publication

● Feedback generated from the 
manual review are sent over email
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Resolving other revision requests

Detailed feedback will be listed 
with instructions on how to 
resolve requirements that are 
not met
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Common metadata improvements
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● Title

● Abstract

● Keywords and Variables

● Methods

*Think about what others need to find and understand your data



Create a descriptive title
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Unclear, not meaningful Good

1515

● 7-20 words
● Information on topic, 

geographic location, dates, 
and scale of data

● Necessary acronyms are 
explained in the data 
package abstract

● Unexplained acronyms
● Project-specific vocabulary



Create a descriptive abstract
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Unclear, not meaningful Good

1616

● At least 100 words
● Clear and concise 

description of content and 
purpose of the data

● Outlines research question
● Accessible for readers 

outside of your project

● < 100 words
● Incomplete sentences, 

grammatical errors
● Undefined acronyms
● Project specific terminology 

that could be unclear to 
users



Stegen J C ; Goldman A E ; Blackburn S E ; Chu R K ; Danczak R E ; Garayburu-Caruso V A ; Graham E B ; Grieshauber C ; Lin X ; Morad J W ; Ren H ; Renteria L ; Resch C T ; Tfaily M 
; Tolic N ; Toyoda J G ; Wells J R ; Znotinas K R (2018): WHONDRS Surface Water Sampling for Metabolite Biogeography. Worldwide Hydrobiogeochemistry Observation Network for 
Dynamic River Systems (WHONDRS). doi:10.15485/1484811

Abstract example
Purpose

Sample 
Collection

AnalysesContents

257 words



Relevant keywords and variables
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Unclear, not meaningful Good
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● 3 keywords or variables, 
controlled list where possible

● Differ from the title
● Clarifies data/variable types

● Already included in title
● Repeated terms in variables 

and keywords
● Spelling errors
● Undefined acronyms



Screenshot from ESS-DIVE data package submission form

Keywords example



Screenshot from ESS-DIVE data package submission form

Keywords example



Include descriptive methods
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Unclear, not meaningful Good

2121

● At least 7 words in length
● Focus on all aspects of data 

production 
● Can include details on: experimental 

design, laboratory and/or field 
collection methods, source data for 
synthesis studies, data processing 
and QA/QC procedures

● Thorough enough for your work to be 
reproduced

● No methods provided
● Link to paper methods, which 

often focus on statistical 
analyses and exclude details 
on data production



Methods example
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Conlisk E ; Castanha C ; Germino M J ; Veblen T T ; Smith J M ; Kueppers L M (2017): Data from: "Declines in low-elevation subalpine tree populations outpace growth in high-elevation 
populations with warming". Subalpine and Alpine Species Range Shifts with Climate Change: Temperature and Soil Moisture Manipulations to Test Species and Population Responses. 
doi:10.15485/1730950



Data reporting formats and your data
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Complex data in Earth and Environmental Science

● The data are diverse

● How can we make them 
reusable over the long-term?
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Photo credit: LBNL

ESS-DIVE is DOE’s central location for long-term data preservation
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Data stored in repositories should be 
Findable Accessible Interoperable and Reusable

(Wilkinson et al. 2016; Roche et al. 2015)

60% of publicly 
archived data face 
reusability issues

How can increase the % of reusable 
data in long-term archives? 

Challenge

Make sure the data are well-
described and consistently 
formatted 

Solution
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“Of the many potential applications for a particular dataset, there is 
often only time to explore a small subset”

(Stoudt, Vasquez, and Martinez; 2021, PLoS)
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Similar types of data can be difficult to reuse if 
they lack consistent formatting

idNumber material temperature

3928 soil 23.2

3234 groundwater 9.02

sampleNum substance temp

8765 dirt 21.1

2312 ground 
liquid

7.0
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Small changes can make data more reusable

idNumber material temperature

3928 soil 23.2

3234 groundwater 9.02

idNumber material temperature

8765 soil 21.1

2312 groundwater 7.0
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Clarifying terminology: Data standards and reporting 
formats

● Data Standards - Decades of development, 

accredited by governing org.

● Reporting Formats - Community-driven still 

enable data harmonization and synthesis



Package Level 
Metadata/JSON-LD

Sample 
IDs/Metadata

Package Metadata 
Quality

Damerow (LBNL)Damerow (LBNL)Agarwal, Hendrix (LBNL)

File-Level/
csv Metadata 

Velliquette, Heinz, 
Devarakonda (ORNL)

Soil Respiration

Water/Soil 
Chemistry

Boye (SLAC)

Hydrologic 
Monitoring

Goldman (PNNL)

Amplicon 
Sequencing

Weisenhorn (ANL)

Leaf Physiology

Rogers, Ely (BNL)Bond-Lamberty, 
Pennington (PNNL)

ESS-DIVE Community-led reporting formats 
for many types of data
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● Review of existing formats

● Rounds of feedback with 
researchers and projects

● All documentation on our 
GitHub Community Space



Using the data reporting formats
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Visit our Community Space on GitHub: https://github.com/ess-dive-community
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The CSV reporting format on GitHub: https://github.com/ess-dive-community/essdive-csv-structure



An example: Using the CSV reporting format
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Be sure to read through supporting documents before following 
reporting format recommendations

Recommendations for Column names

● Descriptive as possible
● Only use letters, numbers, hyphens, and underscores



An example: Using the CSV reporting format
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Recommendations for Missing values

● No empty cells
● “-9999” for missing numeric, “N/A” for missing text

Be sure to read through supporting documents before following 
reporting format recommendations



Choose the 
reporting formats 
the fit your data
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We are here to help with reporting formats

● Reporting formats can enable reuse and synthesis

● Visit our Community Space on GitHub

● Send questions to: ess-dive-support@lbl.gov
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mailto:ess-dive-support@lbl.gov


Thank you!
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https://github.com/ess-dive-community


● DataONE - The Data Observation Network for Earth (DataONE) is a 
distributed framework and sustainable cyberinfrastructure that provides open 
and secure access to Earth observational data. ESS-DIVE is a DataONE 
member.

● DOE - The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is a Cabinet-level department 
of the United States whose mission is to ensure America’s security and 
prosperity by addressing its energy, environmental and nuclear challenges 
through transformative science and technology solutions. 

ESS-DIVE Glossary
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● DOI - A Digital Object Identifier (DOI) is a unique alphanumeric string 
assigned by a registration agency (e.g., The Office of Scientific and Technical 
Information (OSTI)) to identify content and provide a persistent link to its 
location on the internet. ESS-DIVE assigns a DOI when your data package is 
published and made available electronically.

ESS-DIVE Glossary (cont.)
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● ESS - Environmental Systems Science (ESS) is a U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Science program under the Biological and Environmental Research 
Program seeking to advance a robust predictive understanding of terrestrial 
surface and subsurface ecosystems.

● ESS-DIVE - Environmental System Science Data Infrastructure for a Virtual 
Ecosystem (ESS-DIVE) is a U.S. Department of Energy archive for earth and 
environmental science data, models and software generated from research 
on terrestrial and subsurface environments. 

ESS-DIVE Glossary (cont.)
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